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EDITOR’S NOTE

R
ussian roulette or Chinese whispers, both

clichés are being bandied about to

describe the efforts to promote the

COVID-19 vaccines developed and now

being promoted by these countries.

Standing guard are regulatory authorities and

thankfully, the decision making process is evolving

with the pandemic.

For instance, rejecting DRL’s initial protocols for

clinical trials of Russia's Sputnik V COVID-19 vaccine,

India’s regulators are insisting on separate Phase 2 and

3 trials. This is also a good sign that the authorities are

not taking hasty decisions. Globally, after months of

withholding information, Chinese authorities are

reportedly in preliminary talks with the WHO to

assess its vaccines for global use.

Recovery from the ‘COVID-19 quarter’ will be slow

and painful for all sectors of the economy. Pharma

companies with medications being used to treat

COVID-19, kit and mask manufacturers and the like

are clocking full production schedules but while

volumes are picking up, value growth will be curtailed

as governments cap prices to improve access. 

However, strategic investors are taking a long term

view of the sector. For instance, Goldman Sachs is

reportedly tipped to buy stakes in Biocon Biologics.

Piramal Pharma closed a deal for Rs 3523.40 crores,

for a 20 per cent equity investment from the Carlyle

Group.

Other recent big ticket investments include JB

Chemical’s 54 per cent stake sale to KKR for $414

million and Carlyle's $210 million investment in

SeQuent Scientific for 74 per cent stakes. ChrysCapital

spent $132 million to return to Intas Pharma for a three

per cent stake. Similarly, Advent International

invested $128 million to buy controlling stakes in API

manufacturer RA Chem Pharma.

Analysing the deals in the global pharma and

healthcare sector between April to September 2020,

Nelaturi Venkata Vishwanath, financial deals analyst,

GlobalData notes that global deal activity in these

sectors remained relatively resilient and witnessed

consistent quarterly growth in deal value during the

COVID-hit 2020. However, there was a slight decline

in deal volume in Q3 compared to Q2.

Similarly, India also witnessed a decline in deal

volume in Q3 but showcased a massive jump in deal

value during the quarter primarily driven by

announcement of some of the big-ticket deals. Between

April to September 2020, India’s pharma sector had

92 deals, with a deal value of $18,080.4 million. Globally,

the sector clocked 3452 deals, with a deal value of

$421,385 million.

Thus the trend is quite clear. In fact there could be

more such investments in the pipeline as companies

move to de-risk and diversify their supply chains. For

instance, Indian dose sites are an untapped M&A

opportunity for foreign contract manufacturing

organisations (CMOs), points out Adam Bradbury,

PharmSource analyst, GlobalData. According to his

analysis, only three per cent of CMO Indian facilities

that sell solid dose drugs to North America, Europe

and Japan are foreign-owned. Only six US, five UK,

and three German CMOs own solid dose

manufacturing sites in India. Approximately 38 per

cent of Indian solid dose facilities have the regulatory

approvals to supply the US, Canada, EU, and Japan.

India’s domestic pharma sales is also showing very

early signs of recovery. For the first time after five

months of the COVID-19 crisis, AIOCD AWACS data

tracking sales at the retail level showed a 4.5 per cent

growth in September over August. 

In the final analysis, will the COVID-19 pandemic

be termed a “blessing in disguise” as US President

Trump referred to his testing positive for the virus? It

has spurred governments to invest in healthcare

systems and convinced companies that R&D budgets

cannot be cut. But at an individual level, nothing can

compensate for the lives lost, nor the loss of financial

security, due to job cuts, etc. The scars from this

coronavirus will linger for a long time.

The pandemic
has spurred

governments to
invest in

healthcare
systems and

convinced
companies that

R&D budgets
cannot be cut.

But at an
individual level,

nothing can
compensate for
the lives lost, nor

the loss of
financial security 

Navigating a COVIDitised world

VIVEKA ROYCHOWDHURY Editor

viveka.r@expressindia.com
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EVENTS

By Lakshmipriya Nair

E
xpress Pharma, in

partnership with

Schneider Electric, re-

cently organised a webinar on

‘Smart Pharma Packaging

Technologies’ with an aim to

support the pharma packag-

ing fraternity, spanning tech-

nology solution providers as

well as end-user industry 

experts, as they navigate

through a fresh set of chal-

lenges and opportunities in a

rapidly shifting landscape.

Viveka Roychowdhury, 

Editor, Express Pharma & 

Express Healthcare, the 

moderator, commenced the

event by introducing the two

keynote speakers and the two

technical experts.

Setting the context for the

discussion, she said, “The

world is digitally transforming

even as we speak and pharma

packaging is keeping pace,

getting smarter by the day. Be

it the COVID-19 vaccines to be

stored and transported at

temperatures as varied as -20o

Celsius to -80o Celcius or pro-

tecting insulin from counter-

feiters with the latest seriali-

sation technologies. The need

for a smart supply chain is 

becoming more crucial and

therefore the need for smart

packaging.”

Subsequently, Chakravarthi

AVPS, Global Ambassador,

World Packaging Organisa-

tion, the first keynote speaker

gave a very insightful presen-

tation on a thought-provoking

topic, ‘Do we really need smart

packaging?’

He elaborated on global

trends and recent advance-

ments in smart pharma pack-

aging through pertinent ex-

amples of solutions that are

being adopted globally.

At the same time, his pres-

entation also addressed estab-

lished why smart packaging is

becoming increasingly essen-

tial to the pharma industry.

He highlighted that as the en-

tire pharma industry, includ-

ing pharma marketing profes-

sionals, battle two major

challenges i.e. counterfeiting

and non-adherence by pa-

tients, smart packaging solu-

tions can be a pivotal tool in

tackling these problems.

He also pointed out that

smart packaging solutions

are driving patient-centricity

by acting as smart medication

monitoring systems that can

track doses, provide timely 

reminders, be more tamper-

proof, improve user conven-

ience, etc.

Thus, intelligent packaging

helps in consumer engage-

ment, enables caregivers to be

more effective and aid person-

alised healthcare, prevent

spurious counterfeit drugs

and much more. It also helps

businesses by streamlining

the supply chain, improving

end-to-end visibility, aiding

track and trace and making

the medicines more secure

and safe. Thus, he concluded

that as the world transforms,

smart packaging too will be-

come very crucial, especially

to the life sciences industry.

The next keynote speaker,

Saravanan Jeyabalan T, Asso-

ciate Director – Packaging,

Development, Biocon gave his

views and insights on the in-

creasing demand for controls

on the pharma processes from

regulatory authorities, and

the need for digital solutions

to improve pharma processes.

He informed that the

world is advancing by break-

ing technological barriers

every day and bringing solu-

tions to resolve complex

problems for the betterment

of people. Pharma companies,

considering the critical na-

ture of the products manufac-

tured by them, should adopt

and implement strategies,

techniques and technologies

which will help them achieve

best product quality, optimise

resources and ensure maxi-

mum safety to patients. He

emphasised that pharma in-

dustry needs to embrace ad-

vanced technologies to up-

grade itself continuously and

address the challenges it

faces and reduce errors as

regulatory scrutiny intensi-

fies across the world. Citing

examples he pointed out that

solutions like serialisation

and authentication solutions,

digital artwork and labelling

management solutions, pal-

letisation design applications

etc., can enable seamless

track & trace, address 

counterfeiting issues, help 

effectively communicate with 

Express Pharma and Schneider Electric organise
webinar on smart pharma packaging technologies
Experts share insights on how smart packaging technologies can bring significant benefits
to the pharma sector as it navigates through a fresh set of challenges and opportunities in a
rapidly shifting landscape

POST EVENT



patients and caregivers and

aid in reaching the market

faster. Likewise, artificial in-

telligence can also bring sev-

eral benefits to manufactur-

ing and packaging processes

across the world. These two

sessions were followed by

presentations from two tech-

nical experts who spoke on

technology solutions for the

pharma industry.

Kaustubh Joshi, Director –

Strategic Customers & Seg-

ments, Schneider Electric

elaborated on how smart

packaging can transform the

value chain for the future by

providing better flexibility

and scalability through ease

of maintenance, augment pro-

ductivity, improve operational

efficiency, offer better return

on assets, reduce cost and

time to market, enable envi-

ronmental sustainability and

more. 

He also gave an overview

of Schneider Electric’s jour-

ney and solutions for the

pharma sector as it under-

goes a digital transformation.

Harsh Shah, Solution Archi-

tect – CPG Segment, Greater

India Zone, Schneider Elec-

tric detailed how evolving IoT

technologies are fueling inno-

vation for packaging, the im-

portance of serialisation to

build a smart supply chain,

the role of smart labelling as

an anti-counterfeiting meas-

ure and its ability to enhance

patient compliance. 

He also took the audience

through the solutions offered

by Schneider Electric for the

pharma packaging and la-

belling industry and how they

can help the end-users gain

significant benefits. Post

these presentations, the

speakers addressed a 

few questions raised by the

audience. 

The queries were wide-

ranging and addressed differ-

ent aspects of pharma 

packaging development, scal-

ability and economic feasibil-

ity of smart packaging solu-

tions, cost-benefit ratio in

comparison to traditional

packaging and so on.

Thus, a lot of information

and knowledge was imparted

and exchanged at this 

webinar. Roychowdhury 

concluded the event by 

acknowledging the role played

by the speakers, attendees

and the co-organisers in 

making the event a success.

The webinar is now 

available as “on-demand”.

Check it out at

https://www.express-

pharma.in/pharma-videos/we-

binar-videos/

smart-pharma-packaging-

technologies/ on Express

Pharma’s website.

lakshmipriya.nair@expressindia.com 

laxmipriyanair@gmail.com 
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T
he USFDA recently is-

sued a guideline titled

Product Launch Noti-

fication under Section 506I.

The guideline instructs com-

panies to let the USFDA

know if a product is not

launched even after 180 days

of getting approval. USFDA

felt the need to issue this

guideline on product launch

since data shows that only

about 40 per cent of generic

products are getting

launched after USFDA ap-

proval within a year. This

means about 60 per cent of

products are not getting

launched after USFDA 

approval even after a year.

The data also shows that even

after five years about 30 per

cent of products are not 

getting launched. Pharma

companies spend a lot of

money on development, bio

studies, filing of product and

pay GDUFA fees. Then, why

are the products not launched

even after approval? The 

answer is that there are way

too many competitors 

marketing the same product

thereby reducing the scope of

marketing or the cost of the

product is prohibitive to 

selling the product at a 

competitive price.

Essentially two develop-

ments have happened in the

last couple of years:

1. The USFDA stepped up ap-

proval of products by intro-

ducing GDUFA and inducted

a lot of new inspectors/re-

viewers to clear the backlogs

of approval. From a backlog of

more than 36 months once,

one can expect approval of

new product now in 12-14

months if the quality of filing

and data is acceptable. This

helped in more generic prod-

ucts getting approval, throw-

ing the US market into in-

tense competition.

2. The market consoli-

dated in the US and from

about 10-12 buyers, today

about 90 per cent of buying

are controlled effectively by

three buyers only, namely –

Red Oak, Walgreen- Boots 

Alliance & McKesson. This

means the buyers have now

very high bargaining power

bringing price pressure on

marketed products. It is now

a win-win situation for both,

the government and con-

sumers in the US.

Indian companies used to

earn relatively better margins

in the US as compared to the

domestic market where there

is traditionally price control

by the government. This is

one of the major reasons why,

despite high investment and

regulatory hurdles, Indian

companies have consistently

filed products with the

USFDA to market products in

the US market. Most of the

top Indian companies today

earn anywhere between 35 to

45 per cent of their revenue

from the US market. So, any

southward price correction in

the US market is going to 

impact the bottom-line of 

Indian companies.

At one time, companies

competed to file the maxi-

mum number of products in

the US market. They used to

declare in their annual report

the total number of ANDAs

filed assuring investors about

the possibility of steady 

income from the world’s

biggest pharma market. This

has changed completely now.

Instead, companies are now

actively changing their prod-

uct portfolio with limited

product filing and focusing on

difficult-to-make products

commonly called complex

generics and speciality prod-

ucts. All the companies are

thinking alike and are avoid-

ing filing typical vanilla

generics. As the scope of 

filing blockbuster, first-to-file

products have substantially

reduced, eliminating the

chance of exclusive market-

ing for six months, complex

generics and speciality prod-

ucts are becoming the mantra

for all companies. But, while

this strategy can work for

some time it cannot be a 

solution for the long term.

While complex generics

are again copies of branded

products, speciality pharma

products are classified as high

cost, high complexity with

some amount of innovation

built in. The entire strategy of

moving the product portfolio

towards complex generics and

speciality pharma products is

to avoid competition or com-

pete with very limited com-

petitors. Even the emerging

area of biosimilars, where

most companies are trying to

move, will not secure compa-

nies from competition and 

reduce price pressure.

Innovation will be the 

answer for Indian companies

to grow in future. While In-

dian companies in the last

couple of decades have made 

remarkable progress in 

manufacturing generic

pharma products, none of the

companies have really 

contributed much to the area

Innovation – The next frontier
Alok Ghosh, Ex-President - Global Technical Operations, Lupin, underscores the importance of
creating a conducive environment to foster innovation in India’s life sciences sector to ensure its
continuous progress 

Companies are
now actively
changing their
product
portfolio with
limited product
filing and
focusing on
difficult-to-
make products
commonly
called complex
generics and
speciality
products

OPINION 
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of innovation. Frankly, we

have failed to develop an

ecosystem for innovation in

India.

INSEAD business school in

their Global Innovation Index

(GII), July 2019 report of the

10 most innovative countries

in the world, named only two

Asian countries in the list –

Singapore at eighth and Israel

at 10th. The theme of the GI in-

dex was – Creating Healthy

Lives -The Future of Medical

Innovation. The list is heavily

populated by European coun-

tries, with Switzerland at the

top. The US is placed in the

third position. India is listed at

the 52nd spot amongst 129

countries reviewed in 132 

parameters. Even other Asian

countries like Vietnam (42nd)

and Thailand (43rd) figured at

higher position than India.

Our arch competitor China is

placed at 14th position signify-

ing how China is repositioning

itself from the ‘World’s 

Factory’ to the world’s top 

innovative country.

What makes a country 

innovative?

In his book titled, ‘The Politics

of Innovation,’ Mark Zachary

Taylor, a Georgia Tech profes-

sor discusses what makes a

country innovative. Political

and cultural wisdom does not

always make the country 

innovative. There are vast 

differences in the way the 

innovative countries are run.

Because of these differences,

it is hard to pinpoint what

makes these countries innova-

tive. Overall, innovation is a

goal most countries strive to

achieve and according to 

Taylor, this is not achievable

without govt. actively bring

stakeholders together, provid-

ing them with networking 

resources to become more in-

novative. So, the government

must play a major role to

drive the country towards the

path of innovation. This 

drive creates an ecosystem

and encouraged to create 

innovative solutions.

Essentially, we need to fix

the following –

1. The government must 

remove all unnecessary 

hurdles of license/permits so

that innovative minds do not

get distracted and become

busy to comply with statutory

rules. India probably is the

only country where you need

a license to carry out re-

search.

2. Easy access to capital

would be essential to start any

innovative work. The govern-

ment can create a corpus to

help or private investors come

forward.

3. Building human capital

would be a prime requisite.

Build world-class universities

and research institutes. Un-

fortunately, our best educa-

tional institutes today do not

figure in the world’s top 200.

4. Encourage industry-aca-

demia collaboration. Some of

the best innovation has come

out from research labs of edu-

cational institutes.

5. Create enabling infra-

structure. An ecosystem is ex-

tremely important to sustain

innovation. This is the reason

biotech start-ups have come

up in Boston or tech start-ups

in Palo Alto.

The IMF projected the In-

dian economy to become third in

ranking after China and the US

in 2030. That dream can only be

fulfilled if India focusses more on

Innovation. Today, the Govern-

ment of India’s clarion call of 

‘Atmanirbhar' or self-reliant In-

dia is only possible if innovation

becomes one of the centre

themes of planning. Otherwise,

it will remain as a slogan only.
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India will have a very strategic role to play in
ensuring universal access to COVID-19
vaccines. All stakeholders must step up their
game to eliminate chinks in the supply chain
and successfully execute this critical task 

By Lakshmipriya Nair 
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C
OVID-19 vaccines

are likely to be a re-

ality very soon, and

the world lives in

the belief that it will

help vanquish the coronavirus.

Yet, as experts rightly point out

ensuring universal access to

these vaccines will be a very cru-

cial aspect in the battle strategy

against the wily virus which has

disrupted lives and livelihoods

worldwide. And, supplying bil-

lions of COVID-19 vaccine doses

efficiently across the globally,

with utmost care for their effi-

cacy, when they are approved

and available for distribution is

going will be the ultimate 

logistics challenge witnessed 

until now.

A few weeks earlier, DHL

along with McKinsey, published a

white paper on ‘Delivering Pan-

demic Resilience’, which high-

lights, “To provide global cover-

age of COVID-19 vaccines, up to

~200,000 pallet shipments and

~15 million deliveries in cooling

boxes as well as ~15,000 flights

will be required across the vari-

ous supply chain set-ups.”

The DHL-McKinsey white-

paper also identifies key hurdles

in COVID-19 vaccine logistics.

Take a look at some of the pain

points that the report highlights

(Check out Fig 1).

Hence, Express Pharma spoke

to a few players in the pharma lo-

gistics space to gain more in-

sights into the three biggest

challenges that the logistics sec-

tor will be faced with and the

preparations underway to tackle

them. Because after all, aren’t

we only as strong as our weakest

link?

Ultra-low transport and
storage temperatures
Generally, vaccines are stored

and transported between the

temperatures of 2°C to 8°C

range. However, with over 250

vaccines are being developed

and tested across the world, the

temperature requirements for at

least some of them are likely to

be considerably lower. And, as

the development of most of

these vaccines has been fast-

tracked looking at their urgent

need to control and end the pan-

demic, experts also feel that

more rigorous procedures will

be imposed to maintain and pro-

tect their efficacy during trans-

portation and storage. This may

necessitate temperature-con-

trolled transport and ware-

houses at ultra-low tempera-

tures (up to -80°C).

While India does have con-

siderable expertise in vaccine

production and distribution, the

scale and scope of COVID-19

vaccines could pose a serious

problem. So, how are the Indian

players in this sphere optimising

and ramping their capacities 

before the COVID-19 vaccines

become available?

Vikash Khatri, CoFounder,

Aviral Consulting informs, “In-

dian logistics players have al-

ready started preparations to

handle the volume surge. Since

this demand is not permanent,

companies are looking for coordi-

nated efforts to ramp up short

term competencies.”

He adds, “For surface trans-

portation and storage, we don’t

foresee a major gap in the avail-

able infrastructure and the re-

quired infrastructure. A large

quantum of infra will be used out

of the existing setup, for which

logistics companies are getting

ready with necessary upgrades

for the pharma industry.”

The flurry of measures on

varied fronts by the different

players corroborates Khatri’s

views. To cite a few examples;

DHL opened its first temper-

ature-controlled facility in India

in July near the Hyderabad air-

port for pharma shipments. The

company informed that the new

facility offers “conditioning of

packaging materials in different

chambers for varying tempera-

tures up to -20oC.” The facility

offers online temperature moni-

toring and SMS alerts with all

data available for download from

a cloud-hosted service as well.

Similarly, Kool-ex, a pharma

cold chain logistics service

provider has partnered with In-

doSpace, a developer and man-

ager of industrial real estate 

and warehousing in India, to

build GDP/GWP compliant,

temperature-controlled, pharma

distribution centres across the

country. They plan to jointly de-

sign and set up three ware-

houses with 42,000 pallet posi-

tions in each warehouse, in the

first phase by 2021 near Mum-

bai, Delhi and Bengaluru. Kool-

ex also intends to set-up 10-11

warehouses by 2023. These also

include cold room facilities

which will offer -20oC, if required

for COVID-19 vaccines.

Blue Dart, an express logis-

tics provider and part of the

Deutsche Post DHL Group

(DPDHL) is also ramping up its

infrastructure with its pre-exist-

ing specialised temperature con-

trolled logistics (TCL) to trans-

port critical shipments such as

vaccines, medical samples and

more. The company informed

through a statement that it can

handle various temperature re-

quirements be it frozen: 

(-80oC to -20oC), deep chilled 

(2oC to (8oC) or ambient (15oC 

to 25oC).

“With an agile response team

overseeing the upscaling of our

current capabilities, a strong

fleet of dedicated Boeing 757 air-

craft and robust infrastructure

for our temperature controlled

logistics solutions, we are capa-

ble and prepared to meet any

immediate large-scale demand,”

informs Ketan Kulkarni, CMO &

Head – Business Development,

Blue Dart through a statement.

A few players also suggest

that the cold chain facilities

which are used to transport cell

and gene therapies, as well as

the capabilities in the food and

agro-based industries, can also

be redeployed with suitable up-

grades to undertake and suc-

cessfully execute this huge task.

This could be a good idea but

given how vital is the endeavour

and the implications it will have

on the wellbeing of populations

across the country, putting strict

protocols in place and ensuring

that they are adhered to will be

paramount.

Airfreight capabilities
The air cargo industry will 

obviously have a very pivotal

role to play in the whole vaccine

delivery chain given the nature

of the cargo, need for speedy de-

livery with temperature compli-

ance for safety and efficacy, han-

dling capability of the

stakeholders and operational

specialisation etc. But, this

would translate into mammoth

capabilities.

Recently, IATA, an airline in-

dustry body had said that trans-

porting the COVID-19 vaccines

will be the "largest transport

challenge ever" and the equiva-

lent of 8,000 Boeing 747s will be

needed to execute this mam-

moth task assuming that each

person will require only one dose

of the vaccine.

Giving more understanding

about the scenario, Khatri points

Fig 1



out, “COVID-19 vaccine will be

required for each human being

leading to the overall require-

ment of 7.8 billion units of doses,

while the overall estimated mar-

ket of vaccines was 3.5 billion

doses, in 2018. Once we include

booster doses for COVID-19 

vaccines, this requirement will

be double than this. Air cargo

plays a key role in the supply

chain of vaccines in normal

times and it has a well-estab-

lished global time- and temper-

ature-sensitive network to cater

to routine requirement. But

such a high volume requires 

extraordinary capabilities.”

“Even if we consider that 25

per cent of volume can be con-

nected by surface mode in and

around manufacturing coun-

tries, the demand of air cargo 

capacity will be approximately

12000 large freighters for 

primary and booster dose of 

vaccines,” he adds.

Bharat Thakkar, Co-Founder

& Joint MD, Zeus Air Services

admits, “Air cargo will be the 

primary initial solution that gov-

ernments and pharma compa-

nies will engage to deliver the

vaccines. Therefore, yes, the 

demand for vaccine deliveries

will overtake the demand for

regular cargo by quite a margin.”

Giving some more 

clarity into the whole issue, 

Rajiv Hariramani, VP–Air

Freight, Skyways Air Services

informs that in the months since

the onset of COVID-19, air cargo

from India has touched about

65000 tonnes per month of

which 70 per cent is pharma 

exports. This is only likely to 

increase once the vaccines 

become available.

However, both, Thakkar and

Hariramani are upbeat about 

India’s air cargo sector’s abilities

to handle exports of COVID-19

vaccine delivery because they

believe that there is ample 

untapped capacity that could be

galvanised to deal with a spurt in

demand.

Thakkar updates, “Currently,

AAI and private airport opera-

tors are building capacity and

implementing solutions which

should be ready by the time 

vaccines are approved. It is also

pertinent to point out that a lot

of passenger aircraft have been

drafted into carrying cargo,

which will increase carrying ca-

pacity and therefore reduce de-

lays in shipping.”

He says that our airports al-

ready have a certain amount of

infrastructure which can be up-

graded to create short-term

competencies. To explain his

point, he informs that per month

20000 tonnes of cargo is flown

from only Mumbai, and since the

time a new facility was launched

in January 2020, the capacities

have doubled. The Mumbai 

airport can keep almost 100 

pallets at any given time on any

given day.

Likewise, all major cities have

air cargo terminals with cold

storage facilities, be it Mumbai’s

Cargo Service Centre and Air

India’s APEDA; Delhi Cargo Ser-

vice Centre and Celebi Delhi

Cargo Terminal Management in

Delhi; AISATS and Menzies 

Aviation Bobba (Bangalore) in
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Bengaluru or GMR Hyderabad

Air Cargo in Hyderabad. These

terminals can customise to meet

ultra-low storage requirements.

Moreover, he promises, 

“Indian cargo agents will be

ready to meet the increased de-

mand for vis-à-vis transport

from factories and onwards.

Cargo agents, such as ourselves,

have had experience in moving

mission-critical cargos across

the world for aid in times of natu-

ral disasters, famines and even

in times of war.”

He discloses that he is also

working to optimise the

processes to make them more

efficient and cost-effective with

the existing resources.

Hariramani also assures,

“Most important aspect is the

air capacity. We are working to

create enough air cargo capacity

to handle large volumes of vac-

cine with the type of service that

would be required – active/

passive along with the provision

for end-to-end tracking of the

shipment.”

He explains, “Warehouses

being a dominant aspect, we

have partnered with reputed or-

ganisations having exclusive fa-

cilities pan India for various tem-

perature ranges, besides our

warehouse close to the cargo

terminal in Delhi which serves

packing stations, temperature

zones, dangerous goods han-

dling arena, general and courier

screening as well as storage

zones.”

He updates that Skyways’

warehouse in Delhi has a cold

room of 20 cubic metres and

they are currently constructing

a cold room in their warehouse

in Bangalore of the same capac-

ity. In Mumbai and Hyderabad

too, the company is working to

expanding its GDP-compliant

warehousing capabilities.

“Understanding the need for

reefer transportation, we have

joined hands with a few reputed

GDP/ISO certified vendors who

can cater to Pan India trans-

portation with their dedicated

fleets. Besides, our subsidiary

Phantom Express owns a fleet of

35 trucks in Delhi NCR and we

are further mapping across

South and West of India,” adds

Hariramani.

“Considering the various as-

pects involved in vaccine han-

dling, we have appointed a dedi-

cated team that has been trained

by GDP certified authorities and

will act as a central control

tower,” he apprises.

The industry stakeholders

also share the belief that vac-

cine delivery will be carried out

in phases and not as a one-time

activity since the vaccines need

to be produced in massive

quantities.

Another report from PwC

Health Research Institute, titled,

‘Developing a COVID-19 vaccine

may not be enough,’ also states

that “vaccination is likely to oc-

cur in waves as the federal and

state governments make deci-

sions about which groups should

be the highest priority and how

the criteria for vaccine recipi-

ents are broadened as more

doses become available.” While

the report refers to the US sce-

nario, it stands true for India as

well.

The stakeholders hope that

this, in turn, will help them to plan

out a more co-ordinated ap-

proach, thereby avoiding sudden

spikes and unanticipated glitches.

Last-mile delivery
Ensuring that the COVID-19

vaccines reach every nook and

corner of India, no matter how

far-flung and remote they are,

will require a robust infrastruc-

ture for a green corridor to

transport COVID-19 vaccines,

along with a large number of

trained personnel and monitor-

ing capabilities.

Combining all this to create a

blueprint that is fail-safe will re-

quire all our famed ingenuity

and expertise gained as one of

the major global exporters of

pharma products.

A Herculean task indeed!

Thakkar points out, “The chal-

lenges will be in proper plan-

ning of the movement of the

vaccines, which will need to be

synchronised between pharma

companies, logistics solutions

provider, airlines and distribu-

tion channels.”

“It will be prudent for

pharma companies to work with

their cargo handlers to define

daily production capabilities.

The cargo handlers, in turn, can

build capacity (if need be) and

also advise their respective

clients as to cold chain solutions

required to move the cargo from

their factories to the airport and

onwards to their eventual distri-

bution channels,” advises

Thakkar.

Khatri outlines, “Creation of

capability for short term de-

mand is one of the key chal-

lenges, where logistics players

can’t justify huge CAPEX. To

mitigate this risk, the industry is

adopting a two-way strategy.

First is around mobilisation of

resources from other pre-exist-

ing setups for short term and

second is about improving oper-

ating efficiency, so that same in-

fra can handle more volumes

with faster turnaround.”

So, all stakeholders of the

supply chain are stepping up

their game and getting ready to

collaborate on a level unseen be-

fore.

For instance, Rahul Agarwal,

Director, Kool-ex Warehousing,

enlightens that the private 

sector is not sure to what extent

the government will control the

supply and distribution of the

vaccines and price-control of

these vaccines are also likely. So,

they are slightly wary of making

huge investments at their end

which might not get utilised and

are looking for partners in this

exercise.

He says that several pharma

companies are talking to Kool-ex

to create end-to-end supply ca-

pabilities. After discussions with

these players, the company has

worked out a per vial costing,

which ranges between Rs 10 to

Rs 25 for end-to-end distribution

based on different scenarios and

conditions. This includes two

legs of warehousing and three

legs of transportation.

“We are not giving them

(pharma companies) a Capex

model, but a pay-per-use rental

model. It will be viable for them

because it will help them bench-

mark an end-to-end cost, right

from the beginning,” explains

Agarwal.

So the company is building

portable storages which can be

rented. Once the need is over,

these storage facilities can be

put to other uses.

Khatri also states, “Industry

is working with government

agencies, freight forwarders,

port operators for quick turn-

around of aircrafts and speedy

border clearances.”

At the same time, industry

players like Hariramani empha-

sise on the huge role that the

government will have to play in

this whole exercise. He points

out that as the private players

plan and prepare for this mas-

sive endeavour, the government

will have to be in the forefront of

facilitating a smooth path for the

supply and distribution of 

these vaccines to all nook and

corners of the country as well as

worldwide.

“Governments of vaccine

producing nations have been re-

quested by world bodies to take

the lead in facilitating seamless

logistics across borders whilst

providing security since this will

be a highly valuable commodity,”

reminds Thakkar as well.

To explain his point, he calls

attention to a snag in the current

scenario that needs to be

smoothened and states, “An-

other challenge that has come to

the fore recently is the fact that

Ministry of Civil Aviation has an-

nounced a change in the rule of

open sky policy of 1990. The new

rules have restricted non-sched-

ule freighter operators to oper-

ate from six metro airports

rather than operating pan India.

This will lead to delays in the

transportation of the vaccines.

Due to this policy, we will need to

move cargo on scheduled opera-

tors from non-metro locations

and load it on to a cargo plane of

non-scheduled operators in met-

ros. This will have to be reviewed

for vaccines movement and

other exports to cut down on

Source: DHL McKinsey whitepaper



lead times.”

The DHL-McKinsey white-

paper also outlines the most im-

portant measures that the gov-

ernment should take to ensure

adequate supplies. The paper

highlights that these aspects will

form the “pillars of successful 

crisis response management”

and “will be key to meeting the

supply chain challenges of future

global health emergencies”. They

are as follows:

(1) Developing and dissemi-

nating a clear and pre-defined

emergency response plan

(2) Building a partnership

network of both public-private

and public-public partnerships

(3) Identifying and ensuring

access to required physical logis-

tics infrastructure

(4) Establishing IT-enabled

supply chain transparency

(5) Creating organisational

structures and allocating 

resources to institutionalise and

coordinate the entire response

management including plan,

partners, infrastructure and IT

The stakes are very high and

the margin for error is very low.

The Indian government must

consider the recommendations

by industry stakeholders while

formulating its blueprint.

On a hopeful note, Dr Harsh

Vardhan, Union Minister of

Health and Family Welfare, 

recently informed that the Cen-

tre is also working on plans for

building capacities in HR, train-

ing, supervision etc., on a mas-

sive scale and roughly estimates

to receive and utilise 400-500

million doses covering approxi-

mately 20-25 crore people by

July 2021.

He said that there is a 

high-level committee headed by

Dr VK Paul, Member (Health),

Niti Aayog is drawing up the en-

tire process. Vaccine procure-

ment is being done centrally and

each consignment will be

tracked real-time until delivery

to ensure it reaches those who

need it most. He added that

these Committees are working

on understanding the timelines

of availability of various vaccines

in the country, obtaining com-

mitments from vaccine manu-

facturers to make available max-

imum number of doses for India

inventory and supply chain man-

agement and also on prioritisa-

tion of high-risk groups. States

are being closely guided to sub-

mit details about cold chain facil-

ities and other related infra-

structure which will be required

down to the block level.

Impact and implications
Thus, preparations are on in full

swing but their result will be

seen only in the days to come.

However, it is to be hoped that

this entire venture will not only

be successful in ending this pan-

demic but also be instrumental

in creating a structure which will

bring in better efficiencies in the

supply chain and fasten access

to medicines and vaccines.
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NLEM 2020: Should patented
drugs be included in it?

By Usha Sharma  

At the National
Consultation
Stakeholders meeting
held in August for the
revision of NLEM 2015,
industry stakeholders
requested the
government authorities
to delay the release of
National Essential List
of Medicines (NLEM)
2020 by one year.
Another issue which
was raised is the
inclusion of 'patented
medicines in NLEM
2020? Some industry
experts present their
views on this subject 

The basic purpose of

NLEM is to guide the

safe and effective treatment

of priority disease conditions

of a population and to 

promote the rational use of

medicines.

Therefore, in order to

maintain relevance, the

NLEM needs revisions regu-

larly due to

Changing disease burden

profile: The disease burden

in a population does not 

remain static and keeps on

changing 

Antimicrobial resistance:

Emergence of resistant

pathogens necessitate the in-

clusion of newer antimicro-

bials for the treatment of

such infectious conditions 

Development of newer and

better medicines: The ap-

proval of newer and better

medicines results in a change

in treatment guidelines for

various disease conditions

In India, the entire NLEM

is becoming a part of sched-

ule I to the DPCO 2013,

(whether it is NLEM 2011 or

NLEM 2015) hence become

the scheduled formulations

and therefore come under the

price-controlled mechanism

of NPPA.

The COVID-19 pandemic

has exposed some structural

challenges that our pharma

industry faces across the

value chain. A severe impact

is being experienced on ac-

count of:

◗ An unprecedented increase

in API prices (around 25-30

per cent) primarily on 

account of China dependence

and excipients; sharp rupee

depreciation against dollar

has further made the imports

costlier

◗ The increased cost of opera-

tion due to new requirements

regarding safety norms for

COVID 19

◗ Increase in ancillary and

domestic transportation cost

Currently, approximately 17

per cent of the Indian pharma

market is under price control,

(Source: AIOCD AWACS Data)

rest is regulated by the

NPPA. So from the price 

Innovation is the lifeline of any economy and it needs to be encouraged

Vivek Padgaonkar, Ex-Director

OPPI, Ex GSK
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control perspective, one can

propose selective formula-

tions from NLEM in the

schedule I to the DPCO 2013

and not the entire NLEM to

substitute current one.   

Due to these challenges of

COVID-19, and as per NPPP

2012, to provide sufficient op-

portunity for innovation and

competition to support the

growth of the industry, as well

as meet the goals of employ-

ment and shared economic

well-being for all, the sched-

ule I and revised NLEM

should be discussed with all

the stakeholders by the

Standing National Medicine

Committee (SNMC) before

implementation.

Patented drugs in NLEM
2020
The DoP had a vision of devel-

oping India as a drug discov-

ery and pharma innovation

hub by 2020. The basis of the

vision was a white paper

shared by McKinsey and

Company with the DoP, con-

taining a rapid assessment of

India's opportunity in global

pharma R&D. This whitepa-

per outlined the potential as-

piration for 2020, describing

opportunity areas for devel-

oping excellence and outlin-

ing the key imperatives for

the Indian government. Al-

most all the patented pharma

products have come from the

global Big Pharma. Their

R&D spend as a percentage of

sales is around 20 per cent of

their sales turnover (Ref

Fierce Pharma).

In fact, this is part of a

larger question on R&D and

pharma innovation in India

hence should be looked at

from a larger perspective. In-

novation is the lifeline of any

economy and it needs to be

encouraged.

We need to balance access

to medicines and innovation,

encouraging and ushering

new products for ailing pa-

tients and foster a climate of

innovation for the future of

India. A control on pricing

can be achieved nevertheless

by making payment outcome-

oriented so that the public

pays for the outcomes and not

for the drug. This brings in

accountability and Rx norms

for prescribing and radically

change procurement and

point-of-care decisions. This

is difficult to achieve but can

be given an abbreviated ap-

proval for use at least in gov-

ernment and quasi-govern-

ment setups as a start.

Further, this would encourage

research-oriented pharma

companies to consider India

as a market rather than over-

looking it. One of the major

concerns is that India would

be closed out for innovative

products and Big Pharma

overtime. 

This must be followed up

with newer initiatives that en-

courage innovation setups in

India. Doing through startups

is one but also encouraging

investment in innovation in-

frastructure. Creating a wel-

coming position for innova-

tion is key.

Looking into the aspects of

the patent is not a requisite

for fixation of the retail price

of drug formulations as per

the provisions of DPCO 2013.

Pricing negotiation for the

patented products can be

used in combination with

other pricing approaches (e.g.

reference pricing and value-

based pricing), with a view to

reaching a final arrangement

that would, ideally, present

benefits to all parties in-

volved. 

There is a well laid down

principle for the inclusion of

drugs, with exemption to

patented drugs for a period of

five years, which is covered

under para 32 to the DPCO

2013. Hence even if the re-

vised NLEM includes the

patented drug, it will always

be exempted from the price

control. In fact, the self-invo-

cation of para 32 should not

be regarded as a willful viola-

tion of the DPCO 2013.

The government can in-

voke para 19 to the DPCO

2013, for bringing patented

product under price control

for a national emergency. Un-

less there is a dire need of the

patented product, during

emergency ceiling price could

be clamped as happened dur-

ing the pandemic and then

price ceiling removed as soon

as supply is resumed. 
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The purpose of NLEM is to

guide safe and effective

treatment of priority disease

conditions of a population, pro-

mote the rational use of medi-

cines, optimise the available

health resources of a country. 

It can also be a guiding docu-

ment for; state governments to

prepare their list of essential

medicines /procurement and

supply of medicines in the pub-

lic sector /reimbursement of

the cost of medicines by 

organisations to its employees

/reimbursement by insurance

companies / identifying the

'MUST KNOW' domain for the

teaching and training of health

care professionals.

As of January 2019, the In-

dian Government has allowed

importers and manufacturers

of patented new drugs to price

their product freely for a pe-

riod of five years. They said the

five-year window will begin

from the date of the product's

commercial marketing in India.

Prior to this development,

patented new drugs which

were not developed in India

were subject to certain price

restrictions depending on

whether the drugs were part of

the National Essential Medi-

cine List (NLEM) or not.

Where the drugs were part of

NLEM, the government pre-

scribed a price ceiling above

which the drugs could not be

sold. Where the drugs were not

part of NLEM, the

importers/manufacturers of

the product were not permit-

ted to increase their price by

more than 10 per cent in any 12

month period. These restric-

tions will not be applicable to

patented new drugs any longer

until the expiry of the said five-

year window.

In the present scenario,

when patent provisions in ac-

cordance with the TRIPS

agreement are firmly in place

in India, innovators are largely

resorting to the practice of en-

tering into voluntary licence

agreements directly with

generic manufacturers or

through NGO like Medicines

Patent Pool. Under the purview

of these licences, the generic

companies sell the product

within the country, as well as

export to low and middle-in-

come countries, as is seen in

the case of Gilead Science's So-

fosbuvir, Remdesivir and Viiv

Dolutegravir through Medi-

cines Patent Pool. 

A move to bring in any form

of price regulation of patented

medicines may not go down well

with the pharma industry, as

they may fear an imminent dip

in their revenues while market

forces will work on the same.

However, economies of scale

would aid the industry in in-

creasing sales and, hence, re-

gaining lost profits. Moreover,

the patients would stand to gain

financially and in clinical out-

come levels. Any governmental

measure signalling a compul-

sory licence will indirectly facili-

tate a lowering of the price for

the patient, while at the same

time widening the reach of the

medicine. Price regulation of

patented medicines in some

form would be a win-win solu-

tion for both, patients and the

pharma industry 

NLEM should be used as a

tool for access like WHO and

patented medicines should be

included as they provide safe

and effective treatment of pri-

ority disease conditions and

are essential. Patients have the

right to access such medicines

and therefore Government of

India, the pharma industry and

others should facilitate the

mandate of NLEM and ensure

that patented medicines are

part of the NLEM.

Patented medicines should be part of NLEM 

Vinod Kumar Arora, Ex VP

Ranbaxy, Principal Advisor,

Institute of Good Manufacturing

Practices India (IGMPI) 

In India, after decades of

neglect, a process to re-

view and update the National

List of Essential Medicines

(NLEM) started in 2015. Sev-

eral rounds of review, focus-

ing on different diseases have

been announced to ensure

the list is relevant for the

evolving public health 

context in the country.

The recent review and

consultations held by the

Standing National Commit-

tee on Medicines (SNCM)

have attracted the giants of

the pharma industry as they

are keen to discourage the

addition of their new lucra-

tive pharma products to the

NLEM. The list attracts Na-

tional Pharmaceutical Pric-

ing Authority's (NPPA) at-

tention as it is legally

required to regulate the

prices of drugs added to the

NLEM under the Drug Price

Control Order (DPCO). This

is a bitter pill for the industry

and the private healthcare

sector to swallow, as the 

business model is to make

millions with huge profit

margins built into the price

of new drugs from patients

and their families.

The current round of the

review focuses on cancer and

diabetes. One of the issues

that the National Committee

on Medicines faces is the is-

sue of inclusion of patented

medicines on the list. Fifteen

years into the World Trade

Organisation's (WTO) man-

dated product patent regime

in India, new essential medi-

cines are being patented in

India every year and are

priced out of reach for indi-

vidual patients.

To illustrate, the cancer

drug pembrolizumab on the

WHO's Model List of Essen-

tial Medicines for advanced

melanoma is patented in In-

dia and is priced at over

$10,000 per month.

At the Stakeholders' Na-

tional Consultation for revi-

sion of the NLEM, the repre-

sentative of the Organisation

of Pharmaceutical Producers

of India (OPPI) pushed for

the exclusion of patented

drugs from the NLEM as

they serve only a small pro-

portion of the patient popula-

tion. However, the unwritten

policy of excluding patented

medicines as a category/class

from the NLEM may have a

detrimental impact on the

right to health. The selection

of medicine for inclusion in

the EML cannot be deter-

mined by its patent status

and there is no legal co-rela-

tion (linkage) between the

two.

The SNCM should look at

the selection of medicines for

the NLEM not based on their

patent status but whether

they lead to better manage-

ment, treatment outcomes,

address unmet medical

needs, and are those that

meet the priority healthcare

needs of the population.

If we take the case of the

World Health Organisation's

Model EML, it includes sev-

eral patented medicines for

hepatitis C, several cancers,

and DR-TB. As a matter of

fact, governments should use

the inclusion of patented

medicines in the WHO EML

and their national EML as a

tool to implement flexibilities

and health safeguards avail-

able under the WTO and

patent laws, to regulate

prices, and introduce auto-

matic licenses for generic

manufacture and supply 

to patients and the health

system.

However, the Indian 

Ministry of Health faces a

formidable challenge. The

Department of Pharmaceuti-

cals stealthily and without 

inter-ministerial consulta-

tions are introducing amend-

ments to Para 32 of the DPCO

(2013) in 2019, preventing the

NPPA from setting price

caps on patented medicines

for five years from the date of

commercial marketing of the

patented product.

The amendment has 

immense potential for abuse

and must be challenged.

Pharma corporations can en-

joy their monopoly by merely

importing the patented 

medicine and setting a price

as high as the rich in 

India will pay, without the

necessary checks on pricing

to make them affordable 

for all patients and the 

health system.

Selection of medicines for the NLEM should not be based on patent status

Leena Menghaney, Head,

Médecins Sans Frontières's (MSF)

Access Campaign in India 
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POLICY

The COVID–19 pandemic has

had a significant impact on

our lives and has created unfore-

seen challenges for the entire

world. The research-based

pharma industry recognises that

to return, as best as we can, to

normal and to bounce forward to

restore health and to grow the

economy, our industry must re-

main steadfast in addressing

COVID-19 and the diseases that

face humanity.  

This means that we are navi-

gating the twin paths of discov-

ering therapies to fight the virus

while ensuring that we are able

to fulfil our responsibility to dis-

cover and deliver new treat-

ments for patients, their care-

givers and doctors. It is at this

time, more than ever, the re-

search-based pharma industry

needs to be encouraged and in-

centivised to discover new thera-

pies. 

In 2019, the Government of

India introduced a policy to en-

courage companies to intro-

duce new and innovative medi-

cines into the country as soon

as possible. This policy was

good for the economy; good for

patients; good for healthcare;

and, quite simply good for India.

We would encourage the gov-

ernment of India to remain

steadfast in supporting medical

innovation and keep policies in

place that enable the research-

based pharma industry to find

future treatments and cures.

Policies, like price controls,

hamper the discovery of new

medicines.  

MSD stands committed to

working with the Government

of India to ensure that patients

have access to all of our medi-

cines. Working together cre-

ates a win-win for patients who

need medicines now and gives

hope and chance to people who

are suffering from diseases in

need of new treatment and

cures.

Research-based pharma industry needs to be encouraged and incentivised 

Rehan A Khan, MD, MSD India

An intense debate is going on

in the country at present on

whether patented drugs should

be selected and identified for in-

clusion in the NLEM 2020, which

is being finalised by the Expert

Committee constituted by the

Government, Ministry of Health.

The selection criteria for essen-

tial medicines has always been

that they satisfy the priority

healthcare needs of the popula-

tion. Medicines which people

have access at all times in suffi-

cient amounts are safe, effica-

cious and available at affordable

prices. Based on the said criteria,

the patent is not a barrier for ac-

cess to the List of Essential Med-

icines across the world. WHO

MLEM contains several

patented medicines and the

same trend is observed if we re-

fer to NLEMs of other countries.

It can be safely concluded that

there is no discrimination while

selecting medicines for NLEM as

far as patented or non-patented

medicines are concerned.

The following issues strongly

suggest that patented drugs

should be included in the NLEM:

1. Increasing burden of can-

cer and rare diseases globally

2. High cure rate is now being

achieved by patented drugs espe-

cially in the treatment of cancer

3. In addition to cure, long

term remission has been ob-

served when treated with new

patented drugs

4. There should be selective

entries based on transparent cri-

teria and feedback from stake-

holders. This should be coupled

with the treatment regimen to

make them cost-effective.

5. NLEM, when made official,

will be taken as a benchmark for

procurement of medicines under

various healthcare schemes of

the Government and if essential

patented drugs are excluded, the

population covered under such

schemes will be deprived of lat-

est treatments.

6. The perception that NLEM

is for price control of drugs un-

der DPCO should be abandoned

and its real value about the es-

sentiality of medicines that sat-

isfy the priority healthcare needs

of the population should be on

the forefront.

7. In order to achieve afford-

ability of patented drugs, options

such as CSR, voluntary third

party licensing and compulsory

licensing may be considered and

serious dialogue should be

opened with the patent holders.  

We are of the opinion that

carefully selected patented drugs

should be included in the NLEM

based on disease burden of the

population. Some compelling

reasons for the same have been

explained above. This will be ben-

eficial for cancer patients and for

young children having rare dis-

orders for which no treatment/

medicine is listed in the existing

NLEM.

Carefully selected patented drugs should be included in NLEM based on
disease burden 

BR Sikri, Chairman, FOPE, and VP,

BDMA

Conclusion
The industry stakeholders and experts

are divided on the issue of the inclusion

of patented drugs in NLEM 2020 and

both sides have their own justifications.

However, the final verdict is awaited

and it should be taken on the basis of

scientific deliberation between all

stakeholders.

u.sharma@expressindia.com

usha.express@gmail.com
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AYUSH

O
n September 20, the

World Health Organisa-

tion endorsed a protocol

for testing African herbal 

medicine as potential treat-

ments for the coronavirus which

causes COVID-19 as well as

other epidemics. While India's

AYUSH ministry must be 

feeling vindicated that they had

approved clinical research 

studies on four Ayurvedic 

formulations way back on May

22, it is important to note that

the WHO stressed that "phase

III clinical trials are pivotal in

fully assessing the safety and effi-

cacy of a new medical product."

The COVID-19 pandemic has

seen an unprecedented interest

in products with a ‘natural’ tag,

as people try to undo years of 

unhealthy eating habits, lack of

exercise and stressful work-life

imbalances. While big FMCG

companies such as Dabur 

reportedly clocked a 400 per

cent surge in demand for Dabur

Chyawanprash and an 80 per

cent traction in Dabur Honey in

the early months of the lock-

down, the rising tide has lifted

many newer companies and

startups in the natural ingredi-

ents space. For instance, 

Mumbai-based OZiva reported

a 40 per cent increase in queries

especially in categories related

to immunity and everyday fit-

ness while Upakarma Ayurveda

clocked a 35 per cent surge in the

same categories.

But with so many brands

crowding the natural space, and

more joining in the gold rush

triggered by the COVID-19 

pandemic, how are both new-

bies and established brands

standing out? Or will some

brands lose out in the 

stampede? And how can they

take on the cost versus benefits

argument, especially when they

seem to lack hard evidence and

data that they are actually 

beneficial to users as they have

not gone through the same 

regulatory approval process as

prescription medicines? Here

are some strategies at play.

Getting evidence on 
their side
Since none of these brands with

the ‘back to nature’ tag come

cheap, how are they justifying

their cost versus benefits in the

long run? And how do they 

differentiate themselves from

the fly-by-night operators who

are out to make quick profits?

While Ramdev Baba’s 

Patanjali made headlines for all

the wrong reasons with what

seems to be misleading claims

about Coronil, many companies

have been steadily gathering the

evidence to support their

brands. 

This is where legacy brands

in this space have already tran-

sitioned to the next level, by

gathering evidence to back their

products. And the trend has

picked up pace ever since the

AYUSH ministry launched

guidelines for conducting clini-

cal trials for AYUSH products.

Dr Muhammed Majeed,

Founder and Chairman, 

Sami-Sabinsa Group, a veteran

of more than three decades, had

worked with major pharma

companies like Pfizer before

turning entrepreneur by 

'integrating technology with

Ayurveda'. He took the research

route very early, and today Dr

Majeed says that at least 50 per

cent of the products the 

company markets are featured

in research papers, initiated 

either by the Sami-Sabinsa

Group or by academicians 

outside the company. He says his

company has been following a

The back-to-AYUSH wave
The COVID-19 pandemic has seen increased interest in traditional remedies to build up personal
immunity and nutrition.With India’s AYUSH ministry approving clinical studies and the WHO
backing protocols for testing African herbal medicine, and most lately, the Health Minister
releasing an Ayurveda and yoga-based national clinical management protocol for prevention and
treatment of patients who are asymptomatic or have mild symptoms, will the COVID-19
pandemic finally bring respectability to a sector long scoffed at for being more faith than
evidence-based? A review of the strategies at play, as new players plan to ride the immunity and
nutrition wave, while legacy players move to the next level  

By Viveka Roychowdhury
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process mentioned by Prime

Minister Modi at the January

2020 Science Congress in Ben-

galuru where the PM had laid

out a simple guideline for com-

panies as well as start-ups when

he said they have to “research,

innovate, patent, produce and

prosper.”

Thus collaborating and pub-

lishing research papers on their

products became important to

be seen as ‘evidence-based medi-

cine’. For instance, in July, Sami-

Sabinsa’s Curcumin C3 Complex,

consisting of standardised

turmeric extracts, was the sub-

ject of a recently published study

on its effect, combined with

BioPerine, on serum cytokine

concentrations. The results 

of this randomised double-blind

placebo-controlled trial were

published in the peer-reviewed

journal Phytotherapy Research.

Similarly, a study published

in Scientific Reports in May

this year, showed that in a 

specialised model for non-alco-

holic steatohepatitis (NASH), a

progressive form of non-alco-

holic fatty liver disease

(NAFLD), called STAM in mice

wherein the disease progression

is very similar to human disease,

another product, LivLonga

showed evidence of reducing the

severity of NASH by reducing

steatosis, fibrosis, oxidative

stress, and inflammation.

LivLonga is a blend of three

of Sabinsa’s scientifically vali-

dated natural ingredients: 250

mg of Curcumin C3 Complex

Turmeric (Curcuma longa) 

extract, 50 mg Livinol Kokum

fruit (Garcinia indica) extract

and 5 mg of BioPerine Black

Pepper (Piper nigrum) extract.

The combination is protected by

US Patent No 10653643 for liver

protectant compositions and

therapeutic applications.

For Pankajakasthuri Herbals

India (Pankajakasthuri),

COVID-19 marked their move

from clinical trials done based

on the AYUSH standards for

Ayurvedic products to 

undertaking their first trial

based on the testing protocols of

modern medicine, for Zingi

Vir-H, a herbo-mineral drug. 

It is made of a blend of seven 

ingredients developed by 

Padmasree Dr J Hareendran

Nair, founder, Pankajakasthuri

Herbal Research Foundation.

On July 9, Pankajakasthuri 

announced promising interim

clinical trial results for Zingi

Vir-H among patients suffering

from COVID-19.

Another example riding the

immunity bandwagon is a 

combination of Corival Life 

Sciences’ Ayurvedic remedy 

Immunofree and Biogetic’s 

neutraceutical Reginmune. on

September 25, an interim report

on a clinical trial being 

conducted in three Indian 

hospitals comparing this combi-

nation with the present Govern-

ment approved standard of

COVID-19 care treatment of

HCQ, favipiravir, azithromycin

and cetirizine, reportedly 

revealed that patients on only

Immunofree and Reginmune 

resolved coronavirus symptoms

faster and 86 per cent of them

tested negative for the coron-

avirus in five days. In compari-

son, most symptoms lasted

longer on the pharmaceutical

SOP and only 60 per cent tested

negative on the fifth day. Of

course, these are still early days

and the release informs that 

recruitment into this trial at

three hospitals was accelerated

to gather more evidence.

Both Dr Majeed and Dr Nair

seem least perturbed by the 

sudden flood of newcomers and

startups to the AYUSH space.

Dr Majeed sees them (new

players) as collaborators, rather

than competition and looks at

start-ups as potential collabora-

tors. As he puts it, “We actually

encourage start-ups, we don’t

want to take them on. I do not

consider any company or start-

up as competition because there

is so much synergy in associa-

tion. For example, they may have

a product idea, while I might

have a development idea, I may

have a market savvy and market

reach. A synergy of all these

things is required to make a

business idea successful.”

In the same vein, Dr Nair 

explains, “We call ourselves a 

32-year-old start-up. Out of the

100 plus unique formulations we

have, only ten are being pro-

moted. We have enough formu-

lations in our portfolio to take on

the competition for the next 15

years, even if we launch a new

product once every two months.

Frankly speaking, we would love

to see competition coming in

We would love to see competition

coming in those categories like

Breathe Eazy’s where we are having a

solo run for many years. Competition

would allow comparison and we

would love to get compared

Dr J Hareendran Nair
Founder and MD, Pankajakasthuri Herbals India

We actually encourage start-ups, we

don’t want to take them on. I do not

consider any company or start-up as

competition because there is so

much synergy in association

Dr Muhammed Majeed
Founder and Chairman, Sami-Sabinsa Group

There have no hiccups so far in man-

aging the additional demand in terms

of starting ingredients and we are

being able to manage quite smoothly

Vishal Kaushik
MD & Co-Founder, Upakarma Ayurveda

R&D is a critical part of our business

and it’s a continuous process

Aarti Gill
Co-Founder, OZiva
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those categories like Breathe

Eazy’s where we are having 

a solo run for many years. 

Competition would allow 

comparison and we would love

to get compared.”

Getting the sourcing right
The second strategy is to

strengthen procurement and

sourcing. If this is not in place, it

could be a huge barrier to scale

up production and meet the sud-

den surge in demand. This is

easier said than done, especially

for natural ingredients which

have growth and harvest cycles

and cannot be manufactured out

of thin air. In times like these, ex-

perience and the work done over

the years of building relation-

ships with suppliers pays off. But

while the likes of Dr Majeed’s

Sami-Sabinsa and Dr Nair’s

Pankajakasthuri have three

decades of experience, how are

the relative newcomers faring on

this count?

Vishal Kaushik, MD & Co-

Founder, Upakarma Ayurveda

says that they are being able to

manage quite smoothly as their

“stronghold on procurement

procedures and good relation-

ships in the herb industry” has

ensured that “there have no 

hiccups so far in managing the

additional demand in terms of

starting ingredients.”

Founded in 2017 and based

out of New Delhi, Kaushik ex-

plains that Upakarma Ayurveda

has a multi-level procurement

system of sourcing, ranging

from DFF (Direct from Farm-

ers), herb traders and local 

regional cultivators, from whom

they reportedly procure export

quality natural ingredients that

match stringent international

standards.

Similarly, the lockdown did

pose some constraints for Aarti

Gill, Co-Founder, OZiva, but she

says the company works very

closely with a wide network of

farmers and partners to ensure

seamless supply of raw materi-

als, built up since they started in

2016. They started scaling up

production in the initial days of

the lockdown and hence were

able to anticipate the additional

demand for raw materials. She

is confident that her company

has tied up with the best logistics

partners in India to ensure 

a wider reach and seamless

service to its customers.

The procurement system

could get quite complex, consid-

ering that companies like OZiva

have more than 100 plant ex-

tracts and herbs in their prod-

ucts, thus making it imperative

to “always work very closely

with farmers and partners from

across the country and globe to

source them,” says Gill.

Playing the quality card
The third strategy to stand out

from the herd is to highlight a

USP. Most companies in this

space, like pharma companies,

are emphasising their stringent

quality standards.

Kaushik discloses that his

company has quality control as

well as research teams - both

consisting of technicians, 

doctors and physicians. All raw

material, ingredients, packaging

material, etc., are analysed 

before production, and finished

goods are again tested by 

in-house laboratories as well as

NABL accredited laboratories.

Upakarma also keeps itself

stocked with ready-to-use qual-

ity standard packaging to meet

any additional requirements in

the market. The company’s claim

to fame is that it offers Shilajit in

its purest form, with other 

products like Ashwagandha, 

saffron, and sweet almond oil.

Gill has positioned OZiva as a

‘clean label brand’, which puts

additional emphasis on sourcing

the right ingredients. According

to her, “These ingredients are

first sent to NABL accredited

labs for rigorous quality checks

which include efficacy, nutrient

profiling, any filler ingredients,

heavy metals and toxicity check,

potential allergens. Only once it

clears all checks, we use them in

the final production. Also, each

batch is lab tested for quality

and safety.” Another USP that

OZiva plays on is the claim to be

India’s first ‘Clean Label Active

Nutrition brand’ that offers 

protein blends, plant-based 

micronutrients and plant nutri-

tion for special dietary needs.

Keeping the product mix
fresh with new launches
and going global
The fourth strategy is to con-

stantly update the product mix,

with new launches, which means

gauging customer preferences.

Expansion into different geogra-

phies too may need products

specific to different consumers.

Of course, most new launches

will focus on the COVID-19 

pandemic. 

Dr Nair of Pankajakasthuri

says his formula to remain rele-

vant over the past three decades

is the uniqueness and novelty of

the products they have formu-

lated. According to him, “Right

from the time of inception, we

had taken a route different from

other Ayurvedic organisations.

When modern Ayurvedic 

formulations are labelled as 

re-engineered and repurposed,

we have always believed in 

inventing new formulations

based on the tenets of

Ayurveda. The results are prod-

ucts like Breathe Eazy for

asthma, Orthoherb for joint

pains, Ilogen for diabetes, Anti-

cid for gastritis, etc among 100

plus such unique formulations.

In fact, a handful of such formu-

lations are so unique that we

don’t find similar products in

Ayurveda. A product like Zin-

givir-H, I believe would change

the way modern doctors used to

look at Ayurvedic products.”

Companies like Upakarma

and OZiva see the COVID-19

pandemic as an opportunity to

serve up new products to an ex-

panding customer base. As

Kaushik puts it, “After the onset

of COVID-19 people have grown

more conscious around their im-

munity and overall well-being. …

So yes we are in the process of

rolling out some great new

health and wellness products.”

The increased demand and

new launches will need expan-

sion and Kaushik confirms that

they are in the process of

procuring additional machinery

and increase the production

lines of manufacturing partners.

At OZiva, Gill says that R&D

is a critical part of their business

and it’s a continuous process, as

they keep coming up with new

innovative products. OZiva is

currently a sub Rs 50 crores

brand that has grown 7X in the

last 12 months on the back of

new categories and building a

strong technology and content-

based ecosystem.

While Gill’s OZiva can scale

up 4x with the current setup and

processes, companies like 

Upakarma are busy expanding

their logistics to cope with in-

creasing within the country as

well as launching globally. “We

are ramping up and focusing on a

well-strategised supply chain to

make sure our consumers get

best quality supply easily and on

time”, signs off Kaushik. After

gaining a strong presence in the

north-west region, Upakarma

Ayurveda plans to expand their

reach in the eastern and south-

ern regions of India. With inno-

vations in the pipeline, the com-

pany also plans to expand its

product infrastructure with

ayurvedic beauty and hair prod-

ucts. Besides, the ayurvedic

company is on its way to expand

globally with the US, Mexico,

Canada, UAE/Middle East Asia,

and Europe.

Dr Nair of Pankajakasthuri

Herbals India sees a very bright

future for his company, with the

growing acceptance of

Ayurvedic products in India as

well as abroad and with the kind

of products in their portfolio. His

company has grown from a sin-

gle-digit turnover when they

started three decades back, to a

three-digit turnover today;

mainly from two markets in

southern India. Other south

markets have started showing

better prospects in the last cou-

ple of years. He believes that

they haven’t even tapped five per

cent of the Indian market.

More specifically, Dr Nair

points out that a product like

Breathe Eazy, meant for building

respiratory immunity and

helped millions in its 32 years of

existence, has found the right

connect with many new users

during the COVID times. This

has inspired the company to look

beyond south markets sooner

than they originally thought and

that would have a very positive

impact on their revenue outlook

for the future. Dr Majeed of

Sami-Sabinsa Group also indi-

cates that the company has had

an average growth of 20-25 per

cent YoY over the last three

years, and they hope to do the

same this year as well.

As we approach the dreaded

winter months, some cities and

states in India are already head-

ing towards a second wave of

COVID-19 infections. The festi-

val season is also sure to give fur-

ther impetus to all coron-

aviruses. India’s AYUSH sector

sees this pandemic as an oppor-

tunity to grow market share but

only time will tell which brands

surf the wave and which ones

sink. More importantly, let’s

hope that the COVID-19 churn

weeds out the imposters and the

AYUSH sector becomes both

faith and evidence-based.

viveka.r@expressindia.com

viveka.roy3@gmail.com

India’s AYUSH sector sees this pandemic as an
opportunity to grow market share but only time
will tell which brands surf the wave and which
ones sink. More importantly, let’s hope that the
COVID-19 churn weeds out the imposters and
the AYUSH sector becomes both faith and
evidence-based
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INTERVIEW

Bridging the skill gap between industry requirements and the talent pool available in the
pharma world is becoming increasingly important. Romola Pinto, who leads the Rubicon
Academy team and also heads the HR function at Rubicon Research, speaks about the
transformation that pharma education and training is undergoing after the onset of COVID-19
and explains how Rubicon Academy is training, reskilling and upskilling pharma talent to
meet the changing demands and emerging needs of the industry, in an interaction with
Lakshmipriya Nair

Innovation has become a

byword in every field

today. How can we apply it

to pharmacy education

and training?

There is tremendous scope

and need for innovation in

pharma. However, since

human lives are at stake all

innovation must be within

the regulatory framework.

Therefore, training forms a

crucial part of any

candidate’s career in the

industry. However,

classroom training cannot

be the only way to impart

knowledge. Integration of

on-the-job training with

conceptual learning,

whether in the laboratory or

outside it, has to be in the

context of today’s

technology-driven world.

Social distancing and

remote learning have

become the new normal.

Integrating that into our

lives can be viewed as a

positive reality. 

At Rubicon Academy, we

aim to provide a holistic

learning experience with a

focus on enabling pharma

professionals to improve

their job performance and

gain skills needed to do

different kinds of jobs. Our

content will be relevant to a

wide range of participants—

from fresh graduates to

experienced professionals

who want to stay updated or

make lateral movements to

different departments. 

Innovation, quality and

care are the three tenets of

our parent company,

Rubicon Research. We

approach all initiatives

keeping these in mind. We

pride ourselves on having

the right mix of industry

experience, academic rigor

COVID-19 has made online learning
a credible source of education

Integration of on-the-job training
with conceptual learning,
whether in the laboratory or
outside it, has to be in the
context of today’s technology-
driven world
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and intent to make a positive

change in the quality of

talent available in the

pharmaceutical space.

What role does Rubicon

Academy envisage for

itself in the creation of an

innovative ecosystem for

the life sciences sector in

India?

Our role is to encourage and

facilitate continual learning

and make it an inherent part

of a professional’s career. In

line with our motto—Learn.

Evolve. Succeed.—we aim to

enhance knowledge and

skills and change the belief

that learning ends with

formal education. A

fundamental gap exists—in

fresh graduates and

experienced professionals—

in their ability to think and

apply their knowledge. Our

offerings range from

webinars to short-term

courses that provide

opportunities to relearn

concepts, understand

applicability in different

contexts, upskill and reskill. 

We are aiming to create a

breed of professionals who

will have access to the latest

concepts, be aware of the

latest options and be

grounded in the reality of

daily work. India is

transitioning from being a

generics producer to a hub

for innovative generics, and

biological and new drugs.

Fostering the talent to

support these goals will

require disruptive training.

This is one of our primary

goals.

Why was this time

considered apt for the

launch of Rubicon

Academy? What was the

unmet need?

Unprecedented events

require extraordinary

solutions. There is a gap

between the requirements of

the role and the talent

available. There is also a gap

between academia and the

industry. This is primarily

because of different levels of

awareness; the lack of

synchronisation between

advanced education and

industry requirements;

rigidity of course content

versus ongoing upgradation

and challenges in the

industry, and lack of

adequate internship

programs to help prepare

for real-world requirements.

We believe the best option to

deal with this situation is to

train people with potential

and provide a platform to

encourage homegrown

talent.

The COVID-19 pandemic

has brought us to the brink

of a huge transformation.

So, what is the strategy

shift that is needed in

pharmacy training and

education?

COVID-19 will have a lasting

impact on the way the world

operates. Employers have

become conservative with

manpower expenditure,

everyone is rightsizing. The

competition for entry-level

jobs will get steeper.

Candidates who have good

subject knowledge,

conceptual understanding

and know how to apply this

knowledge will always have

an edge. COVID-19 has

brought about a paradigm

shift in the way we view

training and education. It

has made online learning a

credible source of education.

However, the true test lies in

the implementation of these

acquired skills. 

Most pharmacy courses

will continue to require

practical exposure, which

can be addressed through

internships and industry

immersion programs. We’re

providing a much-needed

platform to practice the

skills acquired through

online training, and enable a

deeper understanding of

how to convert information

into tangible learning. 

How is Rubicon Academy

prepared to usher this

shift to make young

pharma professionals

future-ready and support

India Pharma Inc’s growth

story?

Our certification courses

emphasise understanding

concepts, especially their

context and applicability. We

also provide internship

opportunities that will

orient our learners to be

‘future proof ’. Our idea is to

align course content with

the work undertaken in

pharma organisations, and

create awareness of

Standard Operating

Procedures, industry best

practices, and various

stakeholder departments.

We also plan to provide

opportunities to develop

cross-functional skills sets,

and soft skills, which are

often lacking in

professionals. 

How do we enable quality

assurance through India’s

pharmacy education?

What would this involve

and what are the

immediate measures that

need to be taken by

pharma educational and

training institutes in this

direction?

Quality is a mindset, it’s

about doing the right thing

when no one is watching. It

is the responsibility of all

pharma educational

institutes to ensure that

building a quality mindset is

core to any course they

provide. We need to

understand how each

function and action can

affect the quality of a

product. The big picture is

made up of small actions and

that’s what pharma

education needs to be able to

effectively convey through

examples and case studies.

How does Rubicon

Academy create training

modules, educational

programs that are

evidence and competency-

based, of high quality and

meet the needs of all the

stakeholders?

Our educational programs

are built on a triad of course

curriculum, Subject matter

expert/s, and medium of

delivery (this could be via

live or recorded sessions, lab

work, classroom sessions,

etc). We aim to encapsulate

the clarity of concepts and

their practical applicability

using real-life experiences.

We have access to some of

the best talent in the

industry. These experts are

associated with our parent

organisation, Rubicon

Research, which started

operations in 2000 as India’s

first independent product

development company. 

Through Rubicon

Academy we aim to provide

pharma organisations a

steady stream of industry-

ready talent. Participants of

our training courses will

also be offered on-the-job

training, internships, and

job opportunities at Rubicon

Research. 

Tell us about the

strategies that will be taken

at the Rubicon Academy to

promote and foster self-

assessment and continuous

quality improvement of its

educational/training

modules/programmes.

Our facilitators are

industry professionals. They

are driven to stay updated

with regulatory

requirements, futurist

trends, etc, and this will

reflect in our course content

being up-to-date. Periodic

content reviews, which

incorporate participant

feedback and address

current and future industry

trends, is another strategy.

It is our constant endeavour

is to provide the steepest

learning curve in the

pharma skill development

space, along with a practical

perspective of the industry. 

What is the foremost role

and responsibility of a

pharma teacher/academic

in these times of social

distancing and online

classes to create a

productive learning

environment?

In these times, the foremost

role and responsibility of an

academic is to create an

engaging learning

environment and ignite

curiosity in the learners,

which is not only event

driven but will lead to

greater awareness and not

be limited to an

accumulation of facts.

Though digital interactions

are at their peak, there are

limitations. This is a good

opportunity for everyone to

try self-paced learning,

using projects and case

studies to assimilate this

learning. 

lakshmipriya.nair@expressindia.com 

laxmipriyanair@gmail.com 

We are aiming to create a breed of professionals
who will have access to the latest concepts,
be aware of the latest options and be grounded 
in the reality of daily work. India is transitioning
from being a generics producer to a hub for
innovative generics, and biological and new drugs.
Fostering the talent to support these goals will
require disruptive training.This is one of our
primary goals
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Do you know about weights calibration?
METTLER TOLEDO is the world's leading manufacturer of weighing instruments and significant supplier 

of weights, weights sets and related weight calibration services.

· Accurately calibrated weights are at the base of accurate weighing results. 

· Balances should always be checked with reference weights you can rely on and trust. 

· The Calibration Services cover the reporting of convention mass, expanded uncertainty and traceability 

 in accordance with ISO/IEC 17025:2017 requirements.

Mettler-Toledo India Pvt. Ltd. introducing Mass Calibration Laboratory(MCL) for calibration of weights/ 

weight box.

Benefits:

· Accredited by NABL with accreditation certificate no. CC-2523

· MCL meet or exceed ISO/IEC 17025, FDA, GMP and requirements of nuclear industry.
th

· Reference Standard weights with expanded uncertainty (1/5 ) of MPE of E1 accuracy class of weights.

· Door to door logistic service with insurance on transit damage

For more on Weights Calibration Services 

Call Toll free No. 1800 22 08884 / 1800 10 28460
Mail us at   sales.mtin@mt.com

www.mt.com/service
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Immediate release dosage?
Just ReadyMix and Go.

Superior processing, swallowability and gloss

• New ready-to-use premix powder

blend of our trusted fast-dissolving

immediate release coating

EUDRAGIT® E PO

• Suitable for tablets and a range

of other solid oral dosage forms

• Complies with all major pharma-

copoeias worldwide

• Readily available for shipment

as a standard product

Fast and easy to process
to boost productivity and
reduce risk

• High solid content

• Low processing temperature

• Around half the processing time

of PVA/HPMC-based premixes

Superior swallowability
with an elegant, high-gloss
appearance

• Non-sticky behavior

• Remains intact while in mouth

• Smooth, high-gloss coating

Order your evaluation

sample now

healthcare@evonik.com

oncare.evonik.com

Phone +91 82915 46756

IR ReadyMix White
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205 & 206 Hill View Industrial Premises, Amrut Nagar,

Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086, India.

Tel.: 022-2500 4576

E-mail : sales@mksilicone.com

M. K. Silicone Products Pvt. Ltd.
S I L I C O N E T R A N S P A R E N T T U B I N G for the Quality Conscious….

PeroxidePlatinum

FEATURES:

�US FDA regulations CFR 177.2600 for

contact with food

�USP class VI requirements

�European Pharmacopoeia 3.1.9

�Animal derivative free

�Highly advanced auto-curing system

�Excellent heat resistance (-50°C to

250°C)

INDIA

QM 002

An ISO 9001-2015 COMPANY

Certified
Cleanroom

DMF No. 26710
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LABCOATER

Coating, Drying and Laminating -
the basic functions of the «LTE-S»

Various options e.g. surface temperature measurement
We will show you how to achieve the optimal performance from the «LTE-S»

Small LABCOATER for sample size A3

Market leaders are using Mathis technology

Versatile usage for
• knife over roll
• air knife
• rubber blanket
• lamination
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T
esto data loggers en-

sure continuous moni-

toring of temperature

and relative humidity of

pharma products during pro-

duction, storage or transit of

goods

Due to the crucial neces-

sity and its direct impact on

human health and welfare,

pharma is probably the most

important and critical sector

among others. As a conse-

quence of which, it becomes

essential to store pharma

products, vaccines, laboratory

samples or units of blood at

the right temperatures to en-

sure that they remain effec-

tive and the quality is main-

tained. Another reason for the

pharma division to ensure

safety measures and con-

trolled environment is strin-

gent regulations and inspec-

tion of the facilities. This

elementary need for climate

control can only be ensured

with right data monitoring

systems. Testo, being a mar-

ket leader in the testing and

measurement sector, provides

the best in class data loggers

and data monitoring systems

for the pharma division.

Ensuring end to end 
climate monitoring –
Testo Data Loggers
Pharma goods must be stored

well in every situation as any

deviation in the ambient tem-

perature or humidity values

may lead to deteriorated qual-

ity of the product. Testo data

loggers can be used to test the

optimum conditions for spe-

cific products or surround-

ings. In particular, tempera-

ture and humidity data

loggers are often used in

pharma industries to monitor

the conditions in which drugs,

medicines, vaccines are kept.

Not only storage but during

the transit of goods, Testo

transport data loggers are

useful to measure the trans-

port conditions. The range of

data loggers is very extensive.

A temperature and humidity

loggers such as 174 T guaran-

tees continuous monitoring in

a storage or warehouse. Also,

data loggers with multi-chan-

nels for connecting external

sensors and thermocouples,

like testo 176, are available for

ensuring secured work

process in labs.

These data loggers are also

critical for production quality

assurance where the temper-

ature has to be frequently

checked at various points in

production processes. Using

thermocouple probes, data

loggers can also record data in

the kinds of extreme temper-

ature ranges. The probe's fast

response also contributes to

the validation processes and

quality standard optimisation

in QA units and cleanroom ap-

plications. These instruments

are the most convenient and

pocket-friendly solution for all

Pharma application areas.

The testo Saveris 2 WiFi

data logger system is the

simple, flexible and reliable

solution to humidity and tem-

perature monitoring in cold

storage area like blood banks.

This innovative monitoring

system is ideal for high prod-

uct quality and eliminates

manual work of reading out or

documenting measurement

data. With secure online stor-

age of all readings in Testo

Cloud the data can be man-

aged and analysed online by

the user via smartphone,

tablet or PC anywhere and

anytime. In case of crises and

deviations, it is provided with

an alarm by e-mail, or option-

ally by SMS.

Another important and

crucial application of a pharma

industry involves validation of

sterilisation and freeze-drying

processes. Not only that, 

validating cleaning and disin-

fecting equipment is equally

necessary. In order to allow a

seamless operating procedure,

the validation process and the

documentation work must be

as efficient and smooth as pos-

sible which could be easily

achieved with testo 190 data

logger solution that has inno-

vative data loggers for temper-

ature and humidity, smart soft-

ware and accessories.

Complete pharma 
solution – testo Saveris
system
A sector like pharma which is,

governed by strict norms and

regulations must operate with

full efficiency. Testo provides

the best in class solution for

Ensuring pharma compliance with Testo
data monitoring solutions

testo Saveris system Pharma

application

testo 176 T3 data logger

Transport Data logger

testo 176 T2 data logger testo 190 autoclaving application

testo data logger for Clean room & Lab
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I
f your drug product re-

quires custom compo-

nents to meet design or

compatibility needs, who can

you turn to for a solution? A

leading global drug manufac-

turer found itself in this situa-

tion and turned to West for its

expertise in developing 

custom solutions.

Market need
West’s customer was plan-

ning to move from a vial to a

prefilled cartridge system in

an effort to eliminate some of

the steps needed to prepare

the drug for administration.

Due to drug product and pa-

tient needs, it was required

that the same FluroTec bar-

rier film used on the vial stop-

per be applied to both sides of

the new cartridge plungers.

For standard prefilled sy-

ringe applications, FluroTec

film is often applied only to the

drug-contact side of the

plunger. The plungers are ori-

ented during machining so the

FluroTec film is applied to the

proper side, and then flipped

during fill finish so the film

side can be inserted into the

prefilled syringe. Unlike sy-

ringe plungers, cartridge

plungers are designed to be

the same on both sides, so ei-

ther end can serve as the

drug-contact side. Machines

that process cartridge

plungers are not designed to

flip them.

This meant that there was

no way to guarantee the

FluroTec film-coated side of

the cartridge plunger would

always align with the drug-

contact side. To solve the is-

sue, the company needed a

plunger coated on both sides

so that orientation would not

be a factor. Because such a

product didn’t exist in the

marketplace, the company

partnered with West to cre-

ate a custom solution.

Ideation and concept
development
In one year, West and its part-

ner successfully created a

double-sided, FluroTec lami-

nated cartridge plunger. West

started with a discovery

phase at its manufacturing

and development center in

Florida where the final prod-

uct would be produced. West

brought together cross-func-

tional teams to meet with

their counterparts at the

client company.

Over the course of a few

months, West collaborated

with the customer to draft a

viable, working diagram for a

prototype, perform testing

and ultimately produce the fi-

nal product. This involved

cross-functional conversations

between the customer and

West, in addition to internal

problem-solving sessions

among West’s packaging engi-

neering team and the 

plant-level engineers who

would actually manufacture

the product.

Product and process
development
Based on this in-depth knowl-

edge, West’s engineers calcu-

lated how far they could ex-

tend the FluroTec film around

the plunger edges. The barrier

film couldn’t be extended too

close to the trim line, but had

to be far enough to cover the

entire drug-contact surface

area of the plunger. Success

came down to West’s expertise

in films and coatings, 

understanding of drug 

product sensitivities and 

experience in packaging and

delivery systems.

Healthier Patients,
Healthier World
The customer has been ex-

tremely pleased with the

process, noting the good work-

ing relationship it had with

West regarding understanding

their unmet need, collaborat-

ing with them and developing

the final solution.

Summary
West FluroTec barrier film is

a proved and globally accepted

solution to protect drugs from

contamination by providing an

effective barrier minimising

interaction between the drug

and the closure while main-

taining container closure 

integrity. More than 100 

approvals for molecules 

including small molecule, 

proteins and gene therapies

are using FluroTec 

components. 

To know more about FluroTec,

visit https://www.west-

pharma.com or email at shrad-

dha.sharma@westpharma.com

FluroTec Barrier Film: Meeting customer
needs with custom solutions
It is a proven and globally accepted solution to protect drugs from contamination by providing an
effective barrier minimising interaction between the drug and the closure while maintaining
container closure integrity

comprehensive quality man-

agement in pharma industry

called the testo Saveris. It is

an automated system that is

integrated with the facility

and constitutes of wireless or

Ethernet probes installed at

different locations that are

connected to one base station

which documents and moni-

tors all measurement data of

its own. The monitoring

process is uninterrupted and

the system provides a number

of alarm options in case the

measurement values increase

or decrease the standards. 

Some advantages of testo
Saveris- data 
monitoring system include:

◗ A mixed system with both

wireless and wired probes

connected to the base station

◗ Data from multiple locations

can be monitored centrally at

one location

◗ 21 CFR Part 11 compliant sys-

tem for the pharma industry.

◗ Provides automated docu-

mentation, reduces human ef-

forts & non-compliance

◗ The data is stored in the

probes, so even if software

connectivity is lost the data is

safe and can be downloaded

once the software is logged in.

Data compliance for
audits and inspections
Testo offerings are majorly re-

lated to the data security

along with comprehensive

analysis and evaluation of all

the recorded measurement

data. Testo data loggers en-

sure continuous monitoring of

temperature and relative hu-

midity of pharma products

during production, storage or

transit of goods. Real-time

data monitoring is important

for the quality of pharma

goods and also enables the

supplier to improve the life of

the goods. Transportation

trucks, warehouses, cold

rooms etc. can now be re-

motely monitored via Testo

data loggers and data moni-

toring systems. Our data log-

gers are EN 12830 and 21 CFR

Part 11 compliant which en-

sure complete documentation

of parameters, be it humidity,

temperature or absolute pres-

sure. They come with profes-

sional software where the

data recorded cannot be mod-

ified and the audits can be

easily complied with.

Service and calibration
made easy
Testo also has an established

state-of-the-art NABL accred-

ited service and calibration

LAB in accordance with the

standard ISO/IEC 17025:2017

that takes care of the after-

sales support locally from

Pune. Testo service and cali-

bration facility is highly cost-

effective as it delivers interna-

tional standards very conve-

niently within a week. Instru-

ments of any brand/make can

be calibrated and serviced lo-

cally maintaining necessary

standards.

The accredited parameters

include humidity, pressure,

absolute pressure, contact

type temperature, non-con-

tact type temperature (infra-

red thermometer, thermal im-

ager). In fact, Testo has the

first and only lab in India to

get NABL accreditation for

dew point temperature as

well.

For more details, log on to

www.testo.com or write to

info@testo.in
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U
SP<1220> and ICH

Q14 are among the

most discussed topics

today in the analytical indus-

try. With the evolution of com-

pliance and work-flow under-

standing, the need to

incorporate Quality by Design

(QbD) principals in analytical

methods has been long re-

alised.  Analytical life cycle

management is the holistic ap-

proach of implementing struc-

tured QbD approaches in the

analytical workflow (also seg-

mented as stages I-II-III). To

better understand this con-

cept, we can consider the evo-

lution of the wheel as an exam-

ple. No doubts that initially

when the wheel was invented,

it was a great invention. It was

a paradigm shift in the move-

ment of goods/ loads from one

location to another. But, ini-

tially, wheels were made of

stone, they were very heavy-

weight and that added to

lesser efficiency or more force

was required to pull. Later

physicians designed wheels

with wooden frame (to reduce

weight) and the outer circum-

ference was covered with a

metal ring (to provide

strength).  In modern times,

scientists worked on improv-

ing efficiency and created

modern-day metal frames

with rubber tyres. But, is it the

end of this evolution?  Defi-

nitely NO! Several researchers

are continuously working on

newer technologies to improve

it further. 

In a similar context, when

I look at pharma products,

evolution/ adoption of newer

technologies is not so fast and

easy. Considering its possible

implications on human

health, a detailed assessment

is made mandatory by regula-

tory 

authorities. But this has made 

industry follow some old 

technologies/approaches that

gives repeated failures, and

(in some cases), even limits

detection of poor-quality

products. Recent recommen-

dations from USP and ICH

are in the direction of provid-

ing a structured approach for

the design and development

of these analytical strategies

that support the development

of analytical methods with

better control on variabilities.

In simple words, we can say

that the method lifecycle ap-

proach is preventive ap-

proach to control method

variables and understand

method parameters space

better. 

Lifecycle management ap-

proach brings a shift from the

current segmented approach

towards a holistic approach.

In the current workflow, the

analytical development team

develops methods and gains

understanding of the impact

of variables on method per-

formance in a very limited

space/ scope. Also, another

missing portion is the trans-

fer of this knowledge space to

subsequent stages. Due to an

unstructured development

approach, many variables are

not properly assessed. Later,

validation as per USP<1225>

is completed and a final

method protocol goes (Ana-

lytical procedure transfer

USP<1224>) for next stage

(i.e. QC lab) for routine usage

(Analytical Procedure verifi-

cation USP<1226>). Now with

proposed USP<1220> all

these stages (Development,

Validation and Routine moni-

toring/ usage) will be covered

under single chapter/ section.  

To understand this upcom-

ing transformation in analyti-

cal methods handling, I would

try to answer rationales of

'What', 'Why' and 'How' for

analytical method life cycle

approach.

What is the analytical

method life cycle approach?

As defined in USP<1220>; the

current concepts of valida-

tion, verification and transfer

of procedure address por-

tions of the lifecycle but do

not consider it holistically.

The purpose of the proposed

new chapter <1220> is to fully

address the entire procedure

lifecycle. The approach is

based on Quality by Design

concepts as described in the

International Council on Har-

monization Q8 (R2), Q9, Q10

and Q11. The lifecycle man-

Understanding USP<1220>
Kuldeep Sharma, Product Manager- Waters (India) explains what, why and how of the method
lifecycle approach

Image source: Article ‘Implementing a more structured approach to analytical method development’ by Waters published in Worldpharmatoday
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agement process provides a

framework for defining the

criteria for and development

of an analytical procedure

that meets the acceptance

criteria. The procedure then

becomes part of a continuous

verification cycle to demon-

strate that it meets the prede-

fined criteria over the life of

the analytical procedure.

Analytical method lifecycle

is a science-based risk man-

agement approach to develop

a robust analytical method by

identifying the impact of criti-

cal assay parameters and con-

trolling variability by the im-

plementation of control

strategy’.

Why is the adoption of ana-

lytical method life cycle im-

portant?

During inspections, auditors

find multiple instances of

method failures as a root

cause for Out of Specification

(OOS) results. OOS handling

routes towards corrective and

preventive actions (CAPA) for

proper identification and cor-

rection for these attributes.

But considering complexities

in evaluation, many analysts

initiate a development exer-

cise i.e. push the method back

to the development team to

understand the problem and

suggest solution/ modifica-

tions. Below are few audit ob-

servations that indicate a lack

of proper scientific decision

making in handling analytical

failures (Excerpts from warn-

ing letter issued by the US

FDA in 2016, 2017 and 2018).

Observation-1: During the pe-

riod between Jan 1, 2018, to

Oct 15, 2018, there were ap-

proximately 175 events identi-

fied as “repeated incidences”

from QC, including at least 19

events due to column condi-

tioning and 15 poor column

performances that resulted in

aborted or invalid HPLC se-

quence runs. Based on your as-

sessment and identified root

causes, insufficient actions were

taken by the Quality unit to en-

sure the robustness and suitabil-

ity of the analytical test proce-

dures and the equipment.

Incident events with similar

root causes were not thor-

oughly reviewed for historical

trends and corrective actions

were not implemented to re-

duce the occurrence of atypi-

cal events from similar root

causes.

Observation-2: Proper con-

trols are not exercised over

computerised systems used

for analytical testing to ensure

drug products meet their

specified quality attributes.

Your firm engages in extensive

use of “Inhibit Integration” and

other anomalous integration

techniques for assessing US

APIs such that unknown impu-

rities are disregarded without

scientific justification. Fur-

thermore, unknown impurities

are not accurately assessed or

reported. A review of chro-

matograms from your firm’s

last 30 batches of drug prod-

uct revealed that unknown im-

purities are routinely inte-

grated as a part of the desired

API. Your firm’s officials failed

to explain why impurities

would be as a part of the de-

sired API peak.

Observation-3: Failure to en-

sure that all test procedures are

scientifically sound and appro-

priate to ensure that your API

conform to established stan-

dards of quality and purity. The

firm failed to establish ade-

quate test procedures. For ex-

ample, the analyst manually

integrated a high-performance

liquid chromatography test for

API, even though the chro-

matogram lacked peak resolu-

tion. When a chromatogram

lacks peak resolution, detailed

methods and appropriate

oversight are essential to en-

sure test results, considered

by the quality unit in batch re-

lease decisions, are scientifi-

cally valid. Firm lacked an ap-

proved protocol for manual

integration or quality over-

sight of the practice.

How to implement the ana-

lytical method life cycle ap-

proach in a laboratory?

As mentioned in beginning;

the analytical life cycle 

approach comprises three 

individual stages i.e. Stage-I

(Procedure Design and Devel-

opment), Stage-II (Procedure

performance qualification/

Validation) and Stage-III

(Continued procedure per-

formance verification) and

changes earlier segmented ap-

proach towards a holistic ap-

proach of handling changes/

improvements. 

To begin with; the first and

most important aspect of the

lifecycle approach is setting

objectives, here it is referred

to as Analytical Target Profile

(ATP). This defines/ stipulates

the performance require-

ments for the analytical

method. ATP is derived con-

sidering requirements of ana-

lytical method and perform-

ance attributes associated in a

laboratory environment.

Stage-1 is a critical step to-

wards analytical lifecycle

management. It begins with

‘Knowledge Gathering’ ap-

proach to collate information

about chemical structure, solu-

bility, reactivity and stability

of molecule/ compound. This

information is helpful in the

selection of analytical technol-

ogy and its suitability in

achieving the ATP require-

ments. The second step is

‘Risk assessment evaluation

and control’ to identify

process variables and ascer-

tain their impact on method

performance. It is recom-

mended to include some guid-

ing tools in decision making

e.g. Ishikawa Diagram & De-

sign of Experiments (DoE).

Ishikawa diagram helps in

identifying all possible vari-

ables and DoE helps in the un-

derstanding effect of variables

on the process. Next step in

development is ‘Analytical

Control Strategy’ which 
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includes establishing controls

based on outcomes of DoE

studies. These controls deter-

mine the process variability

and provide an opportunity to

establish/set process parame-

ters in best suitable operating

limits. Control of variables

may include direct restriction/

control on the variable or in-

corporate replicates to re-

duce/ control random assay

variability. Next step is

‘Knowledge management’ and

reflects the importance of in-

formation gathered during de-

velopment to be passed to sub-

sequent stages of method

lifecycle for effective utilisa-

tion. It includes systematic ap-

proaches to obtaining, under-

standing, retaining and

transferring information to

lifecycle stages for effective

control strategies. The last

step is ‘Preparing for Qualifi-

cation’ that indicates a pre-as-

sessment of experimental data

to confirm the absence of sig-

nificant bias, before taking

method for Stage-2.

Next stage (after develop-

ment) is ‘Procedure Perfor-

mance Qualification’ to con-

firm that the procedure

generates reportable values

that meet the ATP criterion

and remain apposite for the

test method. To avoid random

variabilities, it is recom-

mended that the laboratory

which will be using the analyt-

ical procedure for testing

should conduct qualification

study. Based on ATP; criteria

for qualification protocol are

established and analytical con-

trol strategies can be modified

based upon experimental out-

comes/ observations. 

Stage-3 ‘Continued Proce-

dure performance Verifica-

tion’ is a continuous exercise

to confirm the suitability or fit-

ness of the analytical method.

ATP is used as a reference

point for monitoring the per-

formance of the method. Mon-

itoring may include trending

of analytical results, system

suitability, out-of-specification

results, stability data and

other results. The primary ob-

jective of this exercise is to

identify potential performance

issues in analytical method

and identify changes required

in the analytical method.  

Analytical method plays a

very important role at all

stages of pharma product life-

cycle i.e. Right from the prod-

uct development stage, till fi-

nal product batch release from

production. Selection of ap-

propriate method attributes

plays a very important contri-

bution in determining the suit-

ability of the method for its in-

tended purpose. Drug product

quality is confirmed by associ-

ated control strategies includ-

ing procedure controls, envi-

ronmental controls, Materials

control and selection of instru-

mentation. WATERS has sev-

eral offerings to support Ana-

lytical Quality by Design

(AQbD) implementation in an-

alytical laboratories. Our Liq-

uid chromatography systems

include Fast Systems (Ultra

Performance Liquid Chro-

matography i.e. UPLC) for

faster chromatographic analy-

sis. It is very impactful for

DoE evaluation and scientists

can explore more experiments

to ascertain Permitted accept-

able range (PAR) of method

attributes. Arc HPLC, WA-

TERS new LC offering ele-

vates the routine chromato-

graphic system performance

standards to a newer & better

level. Higher system repro-

ducibility, lesser carry-over

and increased back-pressure

tolerance limits make this

unique offering the best avail-

able HPLC in the market.

Some unique features include

Auto. Blend PLUS feature that

enables scientists to create on-

line different pH buffers for

evaluation of pH impact on

chromatographic resolution.

Waters chromatographic

columns have a diverse range

of sorbent and particle size op-

tions available. Also, a unique

feature here is e-cord, an elec-

tronic chip that is hooked with

UPLC columns. Connecting a

column equipped with an e-

Cord to the ACQUITY UPLC

System operated by Empower

3; lets these three technologies

(Column, UPLC and Software)

communicate with each other

in a unique way.  Automated

monitoring and tracking of

column usage data can be the

cornerstone of a valuable data

integrity workflow in the labo-

ratory. This data can be used

for internal control processes,

such as column lifetime, sys-

tem integrity monitoring, and

process development.  Waters

also offers HPLC vials that are

certified through unique 4

step evaluation process. These

include Material, Dimensional,

Associated parts geometrical

alignment and chemical clean-

liness testing. Empower Soft-

ware, our flagship chromatog-

raphy data system, makes it

easier than ever to run sam-

ples and produce meaningful

results. It supports compli-

ance and data security re-

quirements. Also empower

Improve your information

management, storage, and

data mining capabilities. Sci-

entific design space modelling

has proven effective in yield-

ing high levels of robustness,

critical to effective transfer

and routine use of analytical

methods across laboratories.

AQbD approaches meet ICH

guidance on scientific and

risk-based analytical proce-

dure development as sug-

gested in USP<1220>, Q12 and

proposed Q14, including effec-

tive regulatory communica-

tion and providing the basis

for post-approval flexibility.

Empower can seamlessly inte-

grate with existing leading

AQbD software i.e. Fusion and

DryLab4 for efficient method

development and knowledge

management.

Why WATERS? I believe

managing multiple vendors in

addressing laboratory chal-

lenges is a difficult task. WA-

TERS has a complete offering

from HPLC vials, chromatog-

raphy columns, liquid chro-

matography systems and in-

formatics solutions. 

With major analytical

guidance documents being re-

vised (to include guidance on

systematic approach towards

analytical method develop-

ment, validation and perform-

ance monitoring), industries

have the discretion either to

retain conventional tradi-

tional development approach

or adopt Method life cycle

management principles in

their routine work-flow. But

looking at advantages of

AQbD work-flow, its difficult

to avoid this approach for a

longer time. AQbD gives a

structure to analytical

method development and

learnings gained are helpful is

handling failures in a system-

atic approach. Several re-

searchers follow systematic

design of experiments ap-

proach in development, but

these learnings need to be

handled in a statistical ap-

proach for defining method

operable range and should be

transferred to later stages for

effective utilisation.  
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W
hen it comes to

pharma and health-

care products, many

of which are subject to stringent

regulatory law, manufacturers

and suppliers must be meticu-

lous when it comes to packaging.

After all, products must reach

the consumer in perfect condi-

tion to be effective and, more im-

portantly, be safe for use.

Packaging specialists have a

lot to consider when it comes to

the packaging of their products.

Chemical and physical stability

of the formulation, product in-

tegrity, safety, packaging

processes and delivery methods

all play a key part in determining

the shelf life of a product.

Which is where active pack-

aging (AP) comes in. Medicines,

health supplements, medical de-

vices, surgical equipment and di-

agnostic kits all need specialised

protection, where elements such

as desiccants and oxygen ab-

sorbers are added to ensure that

they are effective, wastage is re-

duced and they are completely

safe for patient usage.

Active packaging – Protect
your customer
Active packaging is a vital con-

sideration when it comes to pro-

tecting pharma and other med-

ical supplies from oxygen and

moisture. Typically, this involves

including protective products in

or on the packaging to reduce

damage and degradation.

Ultimately, the quality of ac-

tive sorbent technology will play

a key role in how successful

manufacturers are when it

comes to shelf life and end-user

safety. But not all desiccants and

oxygen absorbers are the same.

Generic products won’t deliver

optimal benefit to end-users or

suppliers.

Clearly, there is a huge range

of pharma and medical products

out there – all with varying

needs when it comes to active

packaging needs, so we’ve de-

signed our products to meet a

wide range of uses. Significantly,

they are also compatible with

each stage of the packaging and

distribution process. For exam-

ple, all our products are compat-

ible with high-speed packaging

systems.

Built for purpose and
designed for effectiveness
Cilicant’s active sorbents come

in five different product types,

which makes them suitable for a

wide range of pharmaceutical

and medical supplies. These in-

clude silica gel, molecular sieve

(fast-working for products that

need instant protection from

moisture), activated carbon

(ideal for odour control) and a

custom blend for both odour

control and tackling moisture-

induced degradation, as well as

oxygen absorber for protection

against oxygen-induced degra-

dation.

Attention is paid to the small

details that can make a big dif-

ference to patient safety. From

the non-tear, non-lint packaging

film to 21 CFR compliant print-

ing ink suitable for direct con-

tact with medicines.

Meeting and exceeding all
standards
Of course, it’s important to

choose a reputable active pack-

aging supplier that meets regu-

latory standards. Cilicant prod-

ucts are manufactured in a

classified clean room and ISO

15378 cGMP facility.

Throughout the design

process for Cilicant’s products,

the focus is on end-user protec-

tion. All the products are non-

toxic, spill-proof and safe for di-

rect contact – all factors that can

help support your marketing ef-

forts. It has been this commit-

ment to quality and exceptional

high standards that has made

Cilicant the fastest growing ac-

tive packaging company in India.

For more information on the

best desiccants and oxygen ab-

sorbers for your product, get in

touch now!

Komal Bhavsar

komal@cilicant.com

+91-9168628402

Why active packaging plays such an
important role in the pharma industry
Active packaging protects pharma products and other medical supplies from oxygen and
moisture, thereby playing an important role in ensuring that they are effective and completely
safe for patient usage
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UnderstandingVirus andViralVaccine Development Using
Multi SpectralAdvancedNano-TrackingAnalyzer (NTA)

AS the world today faces one of the

biggest pandemics in the form of

COVID-19, a wide range of candidate

vaccines based on potential tools like

viral vectors or virus like particles

(VLP’s) are under development with

the aim of protecting us against the

life-threatening disease. For vaccines,

thermostability is the key to

successful global immunization

programs as it can have a significant

impact on the continuous cold-chain

maintenance logistics, as well as on

the vaccine potency. The stability of

such a vaccine comes under

increasing regulatory scrutiny, due to

its potential effect on immunogenicity

and the difficulties involved in its

characterisation.

In order to comprehensively

characterise stability and aggregation

of vaccines, this article demonstrates

the advantages of Multispectral

Advanced Nanoparticle Tracking

Analyser (ViewSizer™ 3000) from

HORIBA Scientific. The ViewSizer

3000 can be used to understand the

insights of particle sizing and

viral titer
[1]

in the range of 10 nm to

15 µm. The combined capabilities of

particle visualization, particle size

and concentration measurements

enable unmatched characterization

and real-time monitoring of

common kinetic processes such as

dissolution of active pharmaceutical

ingredients, self-assembly of

polymers, crystallization of food and

pharmaceutical products, aggregation

of proteins, and particle

agglomeration.

Vaccine Development
The ViewSizer 3000 can assist

manufacturers to optimize the

product shelf-life by evaluating the

degree and the rate of aggregate

formation in virus or VLP’s

preparation through an immediate

and direct estimation of product

purity and concentration. As the

technology also allows particle

visualization and sizing, additional

nanoparticle quantification is made

available in a very short time when

compared to conventional Plague

Assays (PA) technique. For example,

Figure 2
[2]

shows good correlation

between the two techniques to

determine viral titer, establishing the

potential of ViewSizer system for fast

and low-cost analysis of small

volume, high polydispersity samples.

The technique generated the

results within an impressive

15-minutes time frame, which was

significantly faster than PA method

that otherwise takes time ranging

from a few hours to a couple of days.

Moreover, being based on the

Nanoparticle Tracking Analysis

principle, the system visualizes

particles, sizes them and measures

the concentration of all virus

particles, including empty virus

particles and infectious aggregates.

Finally, ViewSizer’s proprietary

multispectral illumination and

detection enables the unique

capabilities in the field of fluorescent

particle analysis, extending the

usefulness of the technique into

harvesting materials, allowing

differentiation of viruses from

background host-cell debris

and proteins.

Virus Purification
HORIBA Viewsizer 3000 can be

used to quantify the presence of

aggregates
[3]

and contaminants in a

virus preparation which is an

important parameter for those involved

in the process development to optimize

virus purification protocols.

By incorporating three variable power

(upto 250 mW) light sources (blue,

green and red), the instrument can

automatically select the optimum

conditions for any sample analysis,

overcoming the limitations of

conventional NTA when analysing

polydisperse samples and enabling a

much larger range of particle sizes to

be visualized
[4]

.

Furthermore, by introducing the

sample in easy-to-use cuvette with

custom-designed cuvette insert (US

patent 9,541,490), the ViewSizer 3000

can repeatedly ‘analyze and stir’ the

sample, giving a reproducible result.

Further, since the sample is viewed in

a vertical orientation, the technique is

perfect for visualizing processes such

as aggregation or dissolution.

Summary
The ViewSizer™ 3000 implements

breakthrough improvements to

particle tracking technology that

include proprietary illumination and

detection methods allowing

cutting-edge visualization,

measurement and number

concentration of nanoparticles over a

wide range of sizes. So, whether

you’re using advanced Nanoparticle

Tracking Analyzer for the analysis of

polydisperse material or for complex

nanoparticle kinetic processes, the

ViewSizer 3000 is a breakthrough

technology, bringing better analysis to

your laboratory for a wide range of

applications in the field of

biopharmaceuticals.
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Figure 1: ViewSizer™ 3000 MANTA

Dr. Namrata JainFigure 2: Correlation between Viral titer using standard plague assay Vs Horiba ViewSizer™ 3000
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